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M.A.R.C.111001400180011200
Automated Cart Systems
The M.A.R.C. II playback/recording systems automatically select the
proper Mil cassette from an expandable library for news, spots, I.D.s,
or programs; in fact, for any program element. Randomly intermixed
large and small cassettes may be used. The basic system handles 123
cassettes and expands to a total system capacity of almost 1,200
cassettes. This flexibility ~nables complete broadcast automation.

M.A.R.C. 111800

Mechanical System
.M.A.R.C. II can consist of 5 VTRs, two robots with three manipula-

tors, and an expandable modular storage system. This storage sys-
tem can be expanded from 472 to 1,176 cassettes

.With the full complemeht of five VTRs, minimum event time with
continuous playback can be as short as 10 seconds. Even with the full
complement of 1,176 cassettes, this event time is only 10 to 15 sec-
onds, while still allowinQ up to 90 minutes per cassette

.The expanded systems have redundant protection with dual robots
and three manipulators

.The cassette inputloutp~t (1/0) station can be used while the system
..
IS operating

.The M.A.R.C. II sequen~ial output switcher has video and audio out-
puts for Program (A), Preview (8), Test, and Monitor

.SMPTE type RS-422 VTR control is used throughout the system

.Advanced automation technology makes the robot manipulator out-
standingly reliable

.Self-diagnostic functions inform the operator of system status, errors
or malfunctions

.System VTR maintenance may be performed from the rear while the
robot is in operation ,

Operational System
.The M.A.R.C. II systems can accept one-event per cassette or multi-

events per cassettes
.Bar codes are used to identify the cassettes. The bar code reader,

built into the manipulator, checks each cassette as it is loaded
.100,000 elements can be held in the database. In addition, the sys-

tem can be coupled to the database of an external host computer
.The playlist is updated in real time, and can be edited. A list of required

cassettes is printed out in advance
.Auto protect function lends on-air playback added security by running

a synchronized back-up copy of the programs. The back-up VTR
records program sequence as a single continuous event, then runs it
in sync with the programs as they are broadcast

.Automatic recording of network feed for time-shifted broadcasting

.Component/composite inputs allow multi-source editing by connec-
tion with external VTRs, and a variety of combinations between the
system's 5 VTRs

.Cassettes are purged in accordance with user selectable criteria

BT-M1310Y 13" S-Video/Component

Analog Color Monitor
.> 560 lines of horizontal resolution
.0.39mm dot pitch and in-Iine gun CAT
.A/B split, pulse cross, a~d underscan
.Preset selector for contr.st, brightness, chroma, phase and aperture
.Blue only display
.Switch selectable: AFC fast/slow, comb/trap filter, AGB cutoff, color/

auto/mono mode interna'/external sync
.BNC connector with aut<ilmatic termination
.Manual degaussing I
.Front access white-balance adjustment
.Tally light
.A, B, or AGB selectors with loopthrough; VTA selector
.S-Video input with loopthrough
.Optional component inp~t (A-Y, B-Y, Y)
.19" EIA rackmountable, etal cabinet
.Commercial U.L. listing

Standard Accessories
.AC power cord
.Aackmount handles
.Service and operations anual
BT-M1310Y $1895.00

BT-D1910Y
BT-D1910Y 19" S-Video/Component

Analog Color Monitor
All-the features of the BT-~1310Y except for a O.55mm dot pitch.
BTD1910Y $2195.00
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